To analyze data supported by arbitrary graphs G, DSP has been extended to Graph Signal Processing (GSP) by redefining traditional DSP concepts like shift, filtering, and Fourier transform among others. This paper revisits modulation, convolution, and sampling of graph signals as appropriate natural extensions of the corresponding DSP concepts. To define these for both the vertex and the graph frequency domains, we associate with generic data graph G and its graph shift A a graph spectral shift M and a spectral graph G s . This leads to a spectral GSP theory that parallels in the graph frequency domain the existing GSP theory in the vertex domain. The paper applies this to design and recovery sampling techniques for data supported by arbitrary directed graphs.
I. INTRODUCTION
Traditional discrete signal processing (DSP) allows for the interpretation and analysis of well-ordered time and image signals. However, increasingly, data has an irregular structure that is better defined through a graph G. Graph signal processing (GSP) extends traditional DSP to graph signals-data indexed by the nodes in G. Applications include traffic data [1, 2] , telecommunication networks, brain networks, or social media relationship networks, among many others, see these and further examples in [3] - [5] . For example, the features of a research paper in a citation network or the political leanings of hyperlinked blogs [6] can be graph signals on a graph where each paper or each blog are represented by a node in the graph.
Two comments: (1) We take GSP [7] - [11] as an extension of DSP [12] - [15] and Algebraic Signal Processing (ASP) [16] - [20] , and as such GSP should as much as possible reduce to DSP and ASP when applied to the corresponding frameworks; and (2) in DSP it is well known how to shift signals in time and frequency, in ASP how to shift in space [19] , and in GSP how to shift a graph signal in the vertex domain [7] ; but neither ASP or GSP consider how to shift a signal in the spectral domain. Both points are relevant when we study modulation, convolution, and sampling-our main focus. From comment (1), we will look for graph modulation, graph convolution, and graph sampling as natural extensions to their DSP counterparts. On comment (2) , we associate to the graph shift A a spectral graph shift M acting and defining in the graph spectral domain (1) a spectral graph G s ; and (2) Mshift invariant spectral graph polynomial filters P(M). All three M, G s , and P(M) are relevant in their own right. For time signals, the spectral graph G s is equivalent (equal up to relabeling of the vertices) to the time graph G (same adjacency matrix A), and this may be the reason why it has not appeared in the DSP literature. In GSP, in general, M = A, G s = G, and P(M) = P(A). The nodal and spectral graph shifts A and M play symmetric roles-for example, (1) modulation (pointwise product) in the nodal domain is filtering in the frequency domain with a polynomial filter P(M); and (2) filtering in the nodal domain with polynomial filter P(A) is modulation with the graph filter frequency response in the graph spectral domain.
The paper reviews GSP in section II, defines spectral shift in section III, considers graph impulses in section IV, studies convolution, filtering, and modulation in section V. Section VI focus on GSP sampling, while section VII captures DSP sampling in the GSP sampling framework. Section VIII relates ours to the work of others. Section IX concludes the paper.
Prior work. To study convolution and sampling, we consider a spectral shift M [21] . Reference [22] has introduced previously a different graph shift, see section III for connections between the two. ASP [18, 19] considers impulse signals in the algebraic context, but not the alternatives we discuss here. Convolution in the nodal domain has been studied as filtering (matrix-vector product) where the filter is defined by a polynomial filter [7, 9, 11, 19, 19] , or by pointwise multiplication in the spectral domain [8] . In the paper, we study directly convolution of two graph signals (or filtering as convolution of an input graph signal and the graph impulse response that we define). This study shows the relevance of the spectral shift M. The significance of considering in detail these concepts becomes apparent when we consider graph sampling. Graph sampling has been extensively studied, we will comment on a few of these papers and refer to them for a more complete review of the literature and list of references. References [23] - [25] consider the space of bandlimited graph signals (Paley-Wiener spaces) and establish that low-pass graph signals can be perfectly reconstructed from their values on some subsets of vertices (sampling sets). Sampling has received considerable attention in the GSP literature [26] - [53] . These references address down-and up-spectral and vertex sampling, perfect, robust, greedy reconstruction, vertex domain eigenvector free sampling, interpolation of graph signals, sampling set selection, a probabilistic interpretation or a distance-based formulation of sampling, use graph sampling to solve sensor position selection, critical sampling for wavelet filterbanks, sampling of graph signals through successive local aggregations, uncertainty principles, among many other topics. Of particular relevance to our sampling work are [31, 37, 46] , arXiv:1912.06762v1 [eess.SP] 14 Dec 2019 and we will discuss relations to these in section VIII. We emphasize that our main contribution is to provide a GSP sampling framework that parallels that of DSP sampling and showing the exact duality between vertex domain and spectral graph domain sampling, addressing the precise meaning of statements like "vertex domain sampling cannot inherit the desired characteristics of the sampling in the graph frequency domain [.]" [51] or "[· · · ] in contrast to the classical case, the resulting signal in the graph frequency domain generally has a spectrum that cannot be separated into main and aliasing components even when the signal is bandlimited [.]" [52] . We strive instead to emphasize the duality between vertex and graph spectral sampling.
II. PRIMER IN GSP
We cast DSP in the framework of GSP. A periodic time signal {x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x N−1 }, period N, is defined on a ring graph of N nodes (top of Figure 1 ). Each of the N signal samples, x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x N−1 , is labelled by a node in the graph. Collect the signal in the N × 1 vector, x = [x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x N−1 ] T . The adjacency matrix for the ring graph is:
The adjacency matrix A in (1) is also the matrix representation of the DSP shift z −1 -the cyclic matrix. We shift the signal by multiplication by the shift A to get A · x, shown at the bottom of Figure 1 . The Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) is found through the eigendecomposition of the shift matrix A:
The diagonal matrix Λ and the DFT are
In (3) and below, all indices are mod N. Since DFT is unitary, DFT H = DFT −1 (H stands for transpose conjugate). The eigenvalues of A are λ k , k = 0 · · · N − 1, and the eigenvectors v k (columns of DFT H )
Remark 1. A subindex k may refer to the kth vector or the kth entry of a vector. The context should remove the ambiguity.
GSP extends DSP to indexing sets V , the vertex set of arbitrary directed or undirected graph G = (V, E), with E the set of edges of G. The graph signal x ∈ C N assigns a data sample x n to node n, n = 0 · · · N − 1, of G. Following [7] , the graph shift is the adjacency matrix 1 A. We shift x by applying shift A, i.e., A·x. The graph Fourier Transform (GFT) is defined through the eigendecomposition of the shift A A = GFT -1 · Λ · GFT (4) Assumption 2. Shift A has distinct eigenvalues.
Under assumption 2, generic asymmetric A is diagonalizable. For the more general case of repeated eigenvalues and/ or non diagonalizable shifts, see [7] and [56] . The eigenvalues are the graph frequencies 2 and the columns of GFT -1 are the eigenvectors of A referred to as spectral components, playing the role of the harmonics in time signals. In GSP, filtering in the vertex domain is defined as a matrix vector multiplication.
where x is the graph signal, In (5), the filter is shift invariant and so P(A) is a polynomial of the shift, A [7] . While [7, 9, 10] provide fundamental GSP operations, they do not define shift in the frequency domain, convolution in the frequency domain, or modulation. Furthermore, while they define convolution in the vertex domain through filtering (matrix (filter) vector (graph signal) product), they do not define convolution of two graph signals, nor find the graph filter P(A) given its graph impulse response. To address these issues, we consider shifting in the graph spectral domain first.
III. SHIFT IN GRAPH SPECTRAL DOMAIN
We start by considering the effect of shifting a signal in the frequency domain from which we propose a spectral shift M acting on the graph spectral domain [21] . In [22] , the authors define a different spectral shift M , see below, that they require to satisfy a number of properties; for example, permutation invariance that is unfortunately seldom verified.
We derive the GSP graph spectral shift M from first principles. It will play a significant role in modulation and filtering in the spectral domain, see section V. To determine the spectral shift, we first consider the ring graph and DSP.
A. DSP: Spectral shift M
In DSP, the following property holds:
where x m is the mth Fourier coefficient of the time signal.
Then, (6) shows that shifting in the frequency domain x m by m 0 multiplies the signal sample x k by λ * k m , the complex conjugate of the eigenvalue, raised to the power m 0 . Letting 1 Other authors consider other shifts, e.,g., the symmetric and positive definite graph Laplacian [8] , with real nonnegative eigenvalues but restricted to undirected graphs, or unitary variations of A that sacrifice locality [54, 55] . 2 In DSP, frequencies are commonly
Λ * = diag e j 2π N k and stacking the time samples in vector x and the shifted graph Fourier components in a vector, we get
We now define the spectral shift M. Consider the eigendecomposition of A in (2), with the DFT as defined in (3) .
We show M acts as spectral shift. For x and
Result 4 (DSP: A = M). For the time shift (1) and direct cyclic graph with diagonalization (2) with the DFT (3)
To prove the result, conjugate M in (7) to get M * = A and then realize that in DSP A is real valued and so M = A.
B. GSP: Spectral shift M and spectral graph
We adjust definition 3 to define the GSP spectral shift [21] .
Definition 5 (GSP: Spectral shift M). Given the diagonalization (4) of the graph shift A, the spectral shift M is
where GFT and Λ * are the GFT and the conjugate of the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues of the shift A given in (4).
While for DSP, M = A, in GSP M may not equal A. They play twin roles. Besides being shifts, they define, as adjacency matrices, graphs: shift A defines the (data) graph G whose node n indexes the data sample x n , while the spectral shift M defines a new graph, the spectral graph G s , whose node m indexes the graph Fourier coefficient x m of the data. We emphasize that each node m of the spectral graph stands for a graph frequency, say, λ m , m = 0 · · · N − 1.
Remark 6. Reference [22] defines the spectral shift with Λ rather than Λ * in (8). This is undesirable. For example, for the time shift (1) (directed cycle graph) with diagonalization (2) and the DFT given in (3), by result (4) our definition 3 leads to the equality A = M as desired. In contrast, with the definition in [22] , the time and spectral shifts M = A T = A, reversing the direction of the cycle graph.
M is structural unique. But the analogies stop short. It is well known that the spectral modes, eigenvectors of A, are not unique. For the implications in GSP of this nonunicity see [56] . Under assumption 2 on A, the spectral modes (eigenvectors) of A form a complete basis, and so they are unique up-toscaling-multiplication of the matrix of eigenvectors on the right by a diagonal matrix C = diag [c 0 · · · c N−1 ] T , ∀c n = 0, with possibly different diagonal entries. This of course leaves the diagonalizable matrix A and its graph G invariant
since two diagonal matrices commute. From (9), C −1 · GFT is still a graph Fourier transform, but different for different C = 0. The corresponding M, labeled M C , is
which is different from M in (8) . The relation between the spectral shifts and spectral graphs G s for the same A is next.
Result 7 (Structural invariance of the spectral graph G s ). Given a shift A, any two corresponding spectral shifts M 1 and M 2 are conjugate by an invertible diagonal matrix C
with their spectral graphs G s 1 and G s 2 structurally equivalent.
In result 7, the structure of a graph is defined by the nonzero entries in its spectral shift M (set of edges of the graph). To prove result 7, observe that equation (11) follows from (10) and C = 0. The structural equivalence follows because conjugation of a spectral shift M 1 by an invertible diagonal matrix C rescales (differently) the entries of M 1 , except the diagonal entries of M 1 and its zero entries. So, result 7 leaves the structure of M 1 and of G s 1 invariant. But the conjugated spectral graphs G s 1 and G s 2 have different weights.
Example 8 (Star graph). Consider a star graph with adjacency
The eigenvalues of A are ± √ N − 1 with multiplicity 1 and 0 with algebraic and geometric multiplicity N − 2. We get
Using Equation (12) and (13) with N = 5 yields
The graphs corresponding to A and M are shown in Figure 2 . IV. DELTA FUNCTIONS IN GSP We consider the delta function and its shifts in GSP. Let e n , n = 0 · · · N − 1, be a zero vector except entry n equals one 3 . In DSP, the delta function and its DFT are
where λ n is a vector whose entries are the graph frequencies raised to power n. The DSP nth-spectral shifted delta is
The fourth equality follows because the first diagonal entry of Λ * is 1. It is intuitively pleasing that δ n = δ 0 since circular shifts of a flat δ 0 obtain the same function.
In GSP, the delta function is either impulsive in the vertex domain or flat in the graph spectral domain, but not both in general. We consider briefly both choices.
Graph delta impulsive in the vertex domain δ
where a (n) 0 is the 0th-column of A n , y 0 is the first column of the GFT, Y 0 = diag [y 0 ], and λ n = λ n 0 · · · λ n N−1 T . Note 3 Recall that we number entries in this paper from 0, so e 0 = [1 0 · · · 0] T .
Λ n · y 0 = Y 0 · λ n = Λ n Y 0 · 1 because both Λ n and Y 0 being diagonal commute and a diagonal times 1 gives the vector of the diagonal entries. Interestingly, it is the spectral shifted delta (17) that is impulsive delta in the vertex domain, not the vertex shifted delta A n δ (v) 0 see (16) . Define the impulse matrix D (v) and its GFT D (v) ; using (14) and (15), get
where V λ is the (normalized) Vandermonde matrix [57] of the eigenvalues of A multiplied by Y 0 .
Assumption 9 (Nonzero entries of first column y 0 of GFT).
All the entries of y 0 are nonzero.
If Assumption 9 holds, the diagonal matrix Y 0 is invertible.
For example, vector 1 is an eigenvector of row-stochastic matrices (nonnegative entries). These matrices are the shift for a very broad class of directed graphs (digraphs). Further, if Assumption 2 also holds, A has distinct eigenvalues, and so 
Graph delta flat in the spectral domain δ (s)
0 and its shifts like in (18); its GFT is the normalized Vandermonde (no factor Y 0 )
For this definition of the graph impulse, we only need assumption 2 for D (s) and D (s) to be invertible. The two alternatives lead to different tradeoffs and the results are consistent with shifting delta functions in DSP.
V. MODULATION, FILTERING, AND CONVOLUTION In DSP [12, 13] , modulation is the entry wise (or Hadamard) product of signals and occurs in communications systems like in (amplitude) modulation where a (message) signal modulates a carrier. Filtering is widely used to reduce noise or shape signals. Filtering and convolution are tightly connected as we discuss here. Further, it is well known that product (modulation) in one domain corresponds to convolution (or filtering) in the other domain. References [7, 9] study GSP filtering in the vertex domain defined by a matrix-vector multiplication. For shift invariant filters, the filters are polynomial on the shift as in (5) . References [7, 9] also show that filtering in the spectral domain is the pointwise product (modulation) of the GFT of the input signal with the graph frequency response of the polynomial filter. This section completes the picture for GSP with respect to modulation, filtering, and convolution of graph signals in both the vertex and graph spectral domains, showing the relation among these concepts. It shows how to design polynomial filters given their graph spectral response, graph impulse response, how to convolve explicitly two graph signals, and introduces polynomial spectral filters P(M).
A. Filtering in Vertex-and Modulation in Spectral-Domains
Consider the polynomial filter in the shift A
and let x be the input graph signal to P(A). In the graph spectral domain, filtering is modulation (pointwise multiplication) of x by the graph frequency response of the filter y [7, 9] (vertex filtering) P(A) · x F − → y x (spectral modulation) (22) (spectral response) y P (Λ) · 1 and P(Λ) = diag [ y]
where is the Hadamard product, defines the quantity on the left, and 1 is the vector of ones. From (22) , modulation in the spectral domain of y and x is filtering of x by the graph filter P(A) = GFT −1 diag [ y] GFT with frequency response y.
B. Filtering in Spectral-and Modulation in Vertex-Domains
With M in (8), let the spectral polynomial filter
Spectral filtering of the input x by P(M) is
Thus, filtering of x in the graph spectral domain by P(M) is modulation in the vertex domain of x by y = P (Λ * ) · 1.
C. Convolution and Filtering in the Vertex Domain
In [7, 10] , convolution in the vertex domain is filtering the graph signal by a graph polynomial filter P(A). But these references nor any other available address the convolution of two graph signals x and y when the graph filter P(A) is not known. To convolve x with y, let x be input to P(A) and y be its graph impulse response. Then, in the vertex domain (vertex convolution) y x = P(A) · x (vertex filtering) (27) To solve (27) , consider how to determine P(A) from its impulse response y. Let P(A) be given in (21) . The graph impulse response y is the response of the filter P(A) to the graph impulse δ 0 . Using (21) in (27) and either definition of the graph impulse and its shifts in section IV (omitting the superindex (v) or (s)), get successively (graph impulse response) P(A) · δ 0 = y (28)
where D is the impulse matrix collecting the impulse and its shifts (e.g., (18) ) and the unknown vector of the polynomial filter coefficients is p = [p 0 · · · p N−1 ] T . If D is invertible, solving (29) for p by any available method, for example, Gauss elimination, gives p and the graph filter polynomial P(A) that defines the convolution (27) of the two graph signals x and y.
If we adopt δ (v) , invertibility of D needs both Assumptions 2 and 9; if instead we work with δ (s) , invertibility of D requires only Assumption 2. Note that solving (29) does not require the graph spectral factorization of A nor direct verification of Assumptions 2 or 9 since using (19) the impulse matrix D is obtained directly in the vertex domain in terms of a (n) o , n = 0 · · · N −1, and its rank found by any appropriate numerical method (again, for example by Gauss elimination).
In alternative, take the GFT of both sides of (29) to get
Under assumption 2 only, or under assumptions 2 and 9, V λ is full rank and (30) determines uniquely p and P(A). Remark 10. For large N, it is not practical to solve either (29) or (30) . Resorting to low rank sparse solutions solve either p = arg min
D. Convolution and Filtering in the Spectral Domain
We now consider convolution of two graph signals x and y through filtering in the spectral domain by a spectral graph polynomial filter P(M) given in (23) where M is the spectral shift, see (8) . We follow section V-C. In the spectral domain (spectral convolution) y x = P(M) · x (spectral filtering)
To move further and following the recipe in equations (28) through (29), we first introduce an impulse in the spectral domain δ 
VI. GSP SAMPLING
We consider two main problems in GSP Sampling Theory: 1) How to choose a sampling set S;
2) Given a sampled signal x s , recover the original signal x. We present from DSP first principles GSP solutions in the vertex and spectral domains and relations between the two. A. GSP Sampling in the Vertex Domain-Sampling Set Assume the graph signals x ∈ X are bandlimited with bandwidth K [24, 31, 37] . A sampling set S [24] for signals x is a subset of graph nodes or vertices such that the original signal x is perfectly reconstructed from its samples indexed by the nodes in S. We define S by its indicator function δ (spl) that we refer to as the sampling signal-δ (spl) i = 1, if i ∈ S, and 0 otherwise. We assume that the graph frequencies have been ordered [9, 10] and without loss of generality (wlog) that x is lowpass and bandlimited to bandwidth K. In DSP, the sampling signal δ (spl) is a train of equally spaced time delta impulses and sampling is modulation (product) of x by δ (spl) , i.e., the sampled signal (before decimation) is x δ (spl) [12, 13] .
We now find the sampling set S by finding its indicator δ (spl) . Since x is lowpass, we split x into two parts: x K is the first K entries of x (containing all the non-zero entries) and 0 N−K the remaining N − K 0s after the first K entries:
Split GFT into its first K rows and remaining N − K rows:
Recall digraph G = (V, E), V set of nodes, E set of edges.
Theorem 11. If the signal bandwidth is K = N, then S = V . Otherwise, a (not necessarily unique) sampling set S is given by a set of K free variables in the solution of
Proof. We start by observing that with a linear system H ·x = b of N equations in N unknowns or variables x, the solution exists and is unique if and only if (iff) H is full rank. We can 1) choose any subset of N − K equations in the N unknowns x, 2) express N − K of the unknowns in terms of the other K (even if trivially), 3) replace these N − K expressions in the remaining K equations, and 4) solve these K equations for these K unknowns. In the sequel, we call the N − K unknowns as pivots variables and the K unknowns as free variables. We consider first K < N. Since the GFT is invertible, GFT · x = x is a full rank linear system. From (31) and (32), get
Since rank(GFT N−K ) = N − K, the N − K equations (33) in N unknowns are linearly independent (l.i.); we apply Gauss-Jordan elimination to row reduce the (N − K) × N matrix, GFT N−K . This yields N − K pivot variables and K free variables. To recover the original signal x, we only need the K entries of x that are the free variables. The other N − K pivot variables are determined from the values of the K free variables. Thus, the sampling set S is the set of nodes indexing the free variables. Its indicator function δ (spl) is: Let the free and pivot variables be
T and x p = x p 1 , x p 2 , · · · , x p N−K T . From Gauss elimination, every pivot is a linear combination of free variables. In matrix form:
. . Consider an arbitrary graph G and its adjacency matrix A. Let x be a bandlimited graph signal, x 0 ≤ K, and δ (spl) the sampling signal, δ (spl) 0 = K. As noted before, sampling x in the vertex domain is modulation δ (spl) , x δ (spl) . By (25) , this is equivalent to filtering in the spectral graph domain:
In the frequency domain, sampling is the matrix vector product P(M)· x. Our approach to recover the signal x from its sampled and decimated version x s is based on interpretation (36) of sampling in the vertex domain as spectral filtering by a polynomial P(M) in the spectral shift M. We start by determining P(M). Using (26) with y = δ (spl) , P(M) is:
Equation (38) follows from (37) since δ (spl) contains only ones and zeros. The matrix diag δ (spl) in GFT diag δ (spl) chooses columns of the GFT and in diag δ (spl) GFT −1 chooses rows of GFT −1 . If column i is chosen from the GFT, then row i is chosen from GFT −1 . Since x 0 ≤ K, we assume wlog that the first K entries of x contain its non-zero entries and split x as in (31) into two parts: x K with the first K entries of x (that contain all its non-zero entries) 4 and 0 N−K the remaining N − K 0s. We also partition GFT, GFT −1 , and P(M) as 5
P(M) = P(M) K P(M) N−K Using (31), we can write:
To recover x, we need first to recover x K . We can achieve this if we find K l.i. rows of P(M) K to form an invertible K × K matrix, and then recover x K by inverting this K × K block of P(M) K . The next sections detail this.
D. GSP Sampling in the Spectral Domain-Sampling Set
Again, the sampling signal δ (spl) is the indicator function of the sampling set S, and our goal is to determine it such that the bandlimited graph signal x is recoverable from a sampled version x s . From (41) , for x to be recoverable, δ (spl) must be chosen so that the N × K matrix P(M) K = GFT diag δ (spl) diag δ (spl) GFT −1 K in (41) contains K l.i. rows. This problem can be solved by considering all possible choices for δ (spl) in order to find the one that leads to K l.i. rows. This has combinatorial complexity and is not feasible. Instead, we consider an alternative to design δ (spl) .
We define the sampling signal δ (spl) by choosing K l.i. rows of the N × K matrix GFT −1 K . Proof. GFT −1 is full rank. Then, its first K columns are l.i. and rank(GFT −1 K ) = K. Thus, GFT −1 K has K l.i. rows.
Using this choice of δ (spl) , we have the following Theorem:
4 Assumption (31) that the "band" occurs in the first K entries is not necessary. We can let x K contain all the non-zero entries, regardless of where they are in x. Then, GFT −1 K refers to the K columns corresponding to the K chosen entries of x instead of its first K columns. To simplify the notation, we assumed in (31) that the "band" occurs in the first K entries. If not, by permuting rows and columns of the matrices, partition (31) is always possible. 5 We emphasize that these partitions in (39) and (40) are now columnwise, in contrast with the partition of the GFT in (32) in section VI-A that was row-wise. Hopefully this will not distract or confuse the reader.
contains K linearly independent (l.i.) rows if and only if the N × K matrix GFT −1 K contains K linearly independent rows. Proof. If. Let R = GFT −1 K . By assumption the N × K matrix R has K l.i. rows; wlog, assume they are the top K rows of R (by (31) they are, obtained by row and column matrix reordering). With the GFT columnwise split in (39) , let R K be the K × K block of the first l.i. K rows of R and R N−K the N − K × K block with the remaining N − K rows. Then
In (44), δ (spl) chooses the K l.i. rows of R and zeros out the others. It also chooses the corresponding K columns of the GFT and zeros out the remaining columns. In other words,
Since GFT is invertible, it is full rank and all its N columns are l.i. Since GFT K is formed from K columns of GFT, rank(GFT K ) = K, and K of its N rows are l.i. Let GFT K K be the K × K block of these K l.i. rows of GFT K . Let
Since P(M) K K is the product of two full rank K × K matrices, it is full rank and invertible. Since P(M) K K is formed from the rows of P(M) K in (45) , P(M) K has K l.i. rows. Only if. Taken literally, the converse needs no proof because GFT −1 K has rank K since it is a N × K block of the full rank GFT −1 . What needs to be proven is the following. By assumption, the N × K matrix P(M) K with rank K has a decomposition like in (43) , rewritten as
where F 1 is N × N, F 2 is N × K, and diag δ (spl) is a diagonal matrix with K nonzero entries that are all equal to one. The positions of the nonzero diagonal entries of diag δ (spl) correspond to K rows of P(M) K that are linearly independent 6 . Given this set-up, what needs to be proven is that F 2 is full rank and so it has K l.i. rows. In the sequel, for simplicity, we work with (43) , and so consider F 1 = GFT and F 2 = GFT −1 K , but still look to prove directly that GFT −1 K has rank K. Assume rank(P(M) K ) = K and so with K l.i. rows. Wlog, assume these are the first K rows of P(M) K . Split P(M) K rowwise with the K × K block P(M) K K with its first K rows and the N − K × K block P(M) K N−K with the remaining N − K rows of P(M) K . Similarly, split the GFT matrix rowwise with the K × N block GFT K with its first K rows and the N − K × N block GFT N−K with the remaining N − K rows 7 . This yields:
From (42) , in diag δ (spl) GFT −1 K , diag δ (spl) zeros out (the bottom) N − K rows of GFT −1 K . Denote the remaining K rows as GFT −1
diag δ (spl) zeros out the (most right) corresponding N − K columns. Denote the remaining K columns as GFT Kδ (spl) i , i = 0 · · · K − 1. Rewrite (47) as:
where 0 represents the entries where δ (spl) = 0. We remove the 0 rows and columns in (48) to obtain K × K matrices.
Since by assumption the K × K matrix P(M) K K contains the K l.i. rows, P(M) K K is full rank and it is invertible. Since P(M) K K is invertible, each of the two K × K factors on the right-handside in (49) is invertible. Thus, GFT −1 Kδ (spl) i , i = 0 · · · K − 1, are l.i. These K rows GFT −1 Kδ (spl) i are chosen from GFT −1 K using δ (spl) . Thus, GFT −1 K contains K l.i. rows. From Theorem 12, δ (spl) always exists to choose K l.i. rows of GFT −1 K . By Theorem 13, we can choose δ (spl) such that P(M) K = GFT diag δ (spl) diag δ (spl) GFT −1 K has K l.i. rows. In addition, from Equation (46), the location of K linearly independent rows in GFT K correspond to the location of the K linearly independent rows in P(M) K .
E. GSP Sampling in the Spectral Domain-Recovery
Let x be bandlimited, x 0 ≤ K. Partition x as in (31) . Sample x with δ (spl) defined by (42) and decimate it to get x s . To recover x, upsample x s by inserting 0s corresponding to the nodes not selected by δ (spl) to obtain the N × 1 sampled graph signal x (spl) = x δ (spl) . Taking the GFT, by (36) , get
Using (41), we also have
From Theorem 12 and Theorem 13, the N × K matrix, P(M) K has K l.i. rows. We select, for example, by Gauss elimination, K l.i. rows from P(M) K and drop the rest, forming the invertible K × K matrix, P(M) K K . Similarly, we also keep the rows from x (spl) corresponding to the l.i. rows of P(M) K and drop the rest, forming the K × 1 vector x (spl) K . We then have
Equation (50) We now row reduce GFT N−K . This yields:
From the Gaussian elimination, using Equation (34), we obtain the sampling set δ (spl) = [0, 1, 0, 1] T The pivot variables are x 0 , x 2 and the free variables are x 1 , x 3 . Recovery: Using Equation (35), we obtain
x 0 x 2 = −1 1.839 0 .544 
G. Connection between the Vertex and Spectral Domains
Equations (34) and (42) are two methods to determine the sampling set S and the sampling signal δ (spl) , one in the vertex domain and the other in the spectral domain, respectively. We show the connection between these two approaches.
Since GFT and GFT −1 are inverses, by (32) ,
where I N and I K are the N × N and K × K identity matrices.
In the spectral domain, we choose K l.i. rows of GFT −1 K , guaranteed to exist by Theorem 12. We row reduce GFT −1
K , each of the K chosen l.i. rows is a different unit vector while the other rows are 0 T . From (54) , with * as do not care entries in GFT K E −1 .
From the previous equation, since the product must be I K , then GFT K E −1 E GFT −1 K must have the following form:
The * entries in GFT K E −1 are zeroed out by 0 T in E GFT −1 K . From (55) , E −1 performs column operations on GFT K . The chosen K l.i. rows in GFT −1 K correspond to K pivot positions after column operations in GFT K . Since GFT is full rank, there exists a set of K pivot positions in GFT K that correspond to K free variables in GFT N−K . The K free variables correspond to the choice of δ (spl) in the vertex domain. Although there is freedom in Gaussian elimination to choose which rows to eliminate and which to keep, there exists at least one case where choosing K l.i. rows in GFT −1 K for the spectral domain δ (spl) is the same as choosing K free variables in GFT N−K to form the vertex domain δ (spl) . This is shown in the example in section VI-F, where the vertex domain and spectral domain sampling graph signals δ (spl) are the same.
VII. DSP SAMPLING We relate GSP and DSP sampling.
A. A General Method for DSP Sampling
The vertex and spectral domains GSP sampling methods in section VI find the sampling set S and recover the original graph signal x from the sampled and decimated graph signal x s for generic arbitrary graphs. By restricting the graph to the ring graph, the methods apply to time signals. Doing so leads to a general sampling method that goes beyond traditional DSP uniform sampling [12, 13, 15] ; for example, equations (34) and (42) can be used to find the sampling sets in DSP. Theorem 14 gives conditions to recover bandlimited x, x 0 ≤ δ (spl) 0 = K. For DSP signals it states that δ (spl) chooses K l.i. rows of DFT −1 K . Since DFT −1 is a Vandermonde matrix, δ (spl) can choose any K entries of x, and we are still able to successfully recover x under the above conditions. This is a very interesting result. It provides a looser condition on the sampling set and on recovery than traditional DSP Nyquist-Shannon sampling. Nyquist-Shannon sampling requires even sampling and uses a low-pass filter to recover x.
Recovery of x depends on sampling at the Nyquist rate. The methods presented in this paper do not require even sampling.
We now show that traditional Nyquist-Shannon sampling is a special case of the general GSP sampling method.
B. DSP Nyquist-Shannon Sampling
We consider Nyquist-Shannon sampling in DSP. Let δ 0 = [1, 0, · · · , 0] T be the delta function and δ 0 = 1 √ N [1, 1, · · · , 1] T be its DFT. Let δ i = A i δ 0 and δ i its DFT.
The graph is the N node ring graph with adjacency matrix A in (1) . Let K be the number of nodes chosen from the N nodes, K ≤ N. To sample the time signal x in the time domain, we modulate (pointwise product) a train of evenly spaced delta functions by the signal, equivalent to matrix vector multiplication in the frequency domain:
Using (26) with y as the delta train, we determine P(M), the polynomial on the frequency graph shift M defined in (7) . From Result 4, we know that A = M. 
Proof. From (26), 
In the spectral domain, sampling is the matrix vector product P(M) · x. The goal is to recover the original signal x.
In general, P(M) in (56) is not invertible, rank(P(M)) = K ≤ N, except trivially when K = N. To recover x from P(M) · x, x must be low-pass, bandwidth(x) ≤ rank(P(M)) = K. Let x K be the first K non zero entries of x and 0 the remaining 0 entries:
Using (56) and (60), the product P(M) · x becomes:
Traditionally, to recover x from P(M) · x in (61), apply ideal low-pass filter (first K entries are 1 and remaining 0)
The GSP spectral sampling method in section VI-E recovers x K by inverting the I K matrix in one of the I K x K blocks in (61) from which x is found by padding x K with 0s. Nyquist-Shannon sampling recovery is a specific case of section VI-E where the invertible matrix (P(M) K K in (50)) is the identity I K , which does not have to be inverted, so that it suffices to pad 0s after the first K values. This is the same as applying a low-pass filter. After recovering x using either method, we recover the sampled signal x by taking the inverse DFT of x. Thus, we observe that Nyquist-Shannon sampling recovery is a specific case of the general sampling methods described in section VI-E, see also comments in subsection VII-A.
It remains to show the perfect recovery condition from Nyquist-Shannon sampling satisfies the general sampling method requirement that x 0 ≤ δ 0 . Assume x is bandlimited with x 0 = K, i.e., the length of the entire band is K. Assume we evenly sample P values in time, δ 0 = P, P|N.
Perfect recovery in Nyquist-Shannon sampling is achieved with sampling rate greater than Nyquist rate, i.e., δ 0 = P ≥ K = x 0 . This yields the general sampling method requirement that x 0 ≤ δ 0 . Thus, the Nyquist-Shannon sampling perfect recovery condition satisfies the general sampling method perfect recovery requirement from Theorem 14.
VIII. CONNECTION WITH OTHER SAMPLING METHODS
We compare ours to sampling methods in [31, 37, 46] . With respect to the classification of sampling methods in [37] ours is a spectral domain approach since our methods in section VI use knowledge of the GFT, while [37] is a vertex domain approach where knowledge of the GFT is replaced by spectral proxies in terms of powers of the shift A.
Reference [46] proposes a sampling framework for GSP with undirected graphs only that uses the replicating effect in the frequency domain of DSP. Since the DFT of the sampled x s of a bandlimited x replicates P = N K times the band K of x, [46] assumes that any GSP sampling method must also have this replication in the frequency domain. However, when sampling a low-pass graph signal x with band K in the vertex domain by keeping K samples (every Pth entry of x) and zeroing out the remaining N − K entries 8 , [46] shows that the GFT of the sampled signal does not show the replication effect from DSP in the frequency domain concluding that sampling in the vertex domain is unreliable; [46] proposes then to sample low-pass graph signal x with band K in the frequency domain by:
where f is the down sampled and decimated signal, U * 0 is the GFT for the original graph, and U 1 is the inverse GFT for the sampled graph. The matrix I N/K I N/K . . . I N/K in (62) produces f whose GFT has the replicating effect described above. This matrix is produced by decimating the sampling matrix in DSP, shown in Theorem 15. While [46] does provide a framework that has the desired spectral replicating effect, it does not consider the vertex domain interpretation of the sampling method described in (62). Further, [46] only provides a spectral domain recovery method and does not provide a vertex domain recovery method. Our work does provide an interpretation of the sampling method in (62). In our framework, the sampling method (without decimation) in (62) can be interpreted using (24) Thus, the sampling method proposed in [46] can be written as P(M) · x = DFT Λ * DFT H · x. Taking the GFT −1 yields
In (64), the GFT −1 and the DFT do not cancel except when the graph is the ring graph. This explains why the sampling method proposed in [46] does not generalize to arbitrary graphs, working only for ring graphs and DSP. There is no vertex domain interpretation of (62) for an arbitrary graph, only for DSP. In other words, our work shows that the replicating effect in the frequency domain observed in DSP sampling will not occur in general for arbitrary graphs because P(M) does not have the special form in (63), except in DSP.
Consider the example from Section VI-F with A given in (51) and the same graph signal given below (52), x = [−1.992, .93, −.314, −.577] T and x = [1, 2, 0, 0] T . Using [46] 's method, illustrated in (62), we sample x by a factor of 2 in frequency to obtain [1, 2, 1, 2] T . Taking the GFT −1 from (52) of this signal yields [−3.098 + 0.158 j, 2.786, .013 − .533 j, −1.68 + .158 j] T . Since there are no 0s, this is not a sampled signal in the vertex domain, especially not a sampled signal by a factor of K = 2. In other words, this very simple example shows that the method proposed in [46] to sample graph signals does not lead to sampled signals in the vertex domain; it does not lead to a sampled (decimated) signal with smaller support-the purpose of sampling in the first place.
If we take the DFT −1 of [1, 2, 1, 2] T instead of the inverse GFT, we obtain [3, 0, −1, 0] T . While this signal contains 0s and is a sampled signal by a factor of K = 2, it has no clear relation with the original x = [−1.992, .93, −.314, −.577] T . This further confirms that what we show in (64) explains why the method in [46] given by (62) only works for ring graphs and DSP and does not generalize to arbitrary graphs.
Our work shows that the replicating effect is not needed in GSP sampling, see example in Section VI-F. Replication only applies in DSP and with circulant matrices. The proposed (62) produces the replicating effect by his design and then uses a low-pass filter to recover in the spectral domain. In the example above, using the low-pass filter [1100] T does recover the original [1, 2, 0, 0] T , but this is a trivial statement. As shown in Section VII-B, the low-pass filter does not invert the P(M) K K in (50) . It only works because in DSP P(M) K K = I K , which does not need inverting. Our work shows that spectral sampling recovery requires inverting P(M) K K and, thus, just applying a low-pass filter in GSP with an arbitrary graph does not recover the original signal.
We show another example with a path graph with N = 100. An example with 10 nodes is shown in Figure 3 . In Figure 4 , we show four signals in both the vertex and spectral domains. The first signal is the original signal. The second is the sampled signal (sampling every other node). The third is the P(M) · x proposed in this paper. The fourth is based on the spectral domain sampling method (62) in [46] . Our proposed P(M) · x from (37) matches the sampled signal perfectly in both the vertex and spectral domains. The method from (62) in [46] does not match sampling every other node of the original signal. Also, the vertex domain signal corresponding to the frequency sampled signal using (62) does not contain any 0s and only contains one value with magnitude less than 0.01. Thus, the frequency sampled signal cannot be interpreted as any type of sampling in the vertex domain.
The sampling signal δ (spl) in (42) for the GSP sampling in the spectral domain of subsection VI-D is equivalent to the sampling signal in [31] . Our work derives this from basic principles using the frequency shift M, spectral polynomials P(M), and the duality vertex modulation and spectral convolution.
IX. CONCLUSION
This paper defines several fundamental signal processing concepts, beginning by defining the graph shift in the spectral domain M and spectral polynomial filters P(M). Then, we consider graph impulses, modulation, filtering, and convolution in both the vertex and spectral domains using the graph shifts A and M as well as polynomial filters P(A) and P(M). Using these, we provide a framework for sampling graph signals and give conditions on the sampling signal, δ (spl) , to achieve perfect recovery. We provide methods for finding the sampling set S and recovery in both the vertex and spectral domains.
Our approach is a natural extension of the DSP corresponding concepts and methods and relies on simple undergraduate Linear Algebra concepts. 
